Which probes can report intrinsic dynamic heterogeneity of a glass forming liquid?
Using extrinsic probes to study a host system relies on the probes' ability to accurately report the host properties under study. Probes have long been used to characterize dynamic heterogeneity, the phenomenon in which a liquid near its glass transition exhibits distinct dynamics as a function of time and position, with molecules within nanometers of each other exhibiting dynamics that may vary by orders of magnitude. The spatial and temporal characteristics of dynamic heterogeneity demand the selection of probes using stringent criteria on their size and dynamics. In this report, we study the dynamic heterogeneity of the prototypical molecular glass former o-terphenyl by investigating single molecule rotation of two perylene dicarboximide probe molecules that differ in size and comparing this to results obtained previously with the probe BODIPY268. It is found that a probe's ability to accurately report dynamic heterogeneity in o-terphenyl depends on whether the reported distribution of dynamics overlaps with the intrinsic dynamics of the host, which is naturally related to the width of the intrinsic dynamics and the magnitude of dynamical shift in probe dynamics relative to the host. We show that a probe that rotates ≈15 times more slowly than the intrinsic dynamics of the host o-terphenyl senses the slowest ≈5% of the full dynamic heterogeneity whereas one that rotates ≈65 times more slowly than the host fails to report dynamic heterogeneity of the host.